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In US TAX COURT
400 second street NW, Washington DC 20217

James Frank Osterbur
2191 county road 2500 E.  St. Joseph, IL 61873

social security #338-46-2535
www.justtalking3.info  www.trialoflife.info 

vs
United States of America

commissioner of the internal revenue

Michael T. Shelton 
200 W Adams st. Suite 2300

Chicago IL 60606
William J Wilkins Chief counsel

Thomas R. Thomas, division counsel
Miriam A. Howe Area counsel

Elke E. Franklin, Associate area counsel

case docket number   11108-12L

dated 7/ 3/ 12
a first amendment trial, of the US constitution

THE DEMAND
FOR CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, TO BE UPHELD!

The identity of a nation, the preamble of the US constitution/ the bill of rights/ and
the declaration of independence: each of  which unites us, and is the

FOUNDATION;   CARRIED forth BY LAW:   to its rightful RESPECTED
PLACE in the governance of this nation.

THE PETITION TO SIMPLIFY

THE LAW IS: first amendment redress of grievances
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
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right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a
redress of grievances.

THESE ARE LEGAL RIGHTS.
To legally participate in redress: (we demand answers) as we the people in this 

our government,      by demanding accountability and ownership, over our
nation;   as we the people under law.   This Requires,  A courtroom and its jury

shall identify the right, by their vote:   to call a greater audience, thereby to
demand by majority a trial.  The decision:    IF WE SHALL investigate “this
grievance” in our own presence, as a people?   By examining the evidence,

demanding the truth, punishing those who refuse.  In  trial, for the clear purpose
to decide for ourselves:   what is the truth; as best we can. 

 To discover:  if we have or have not,  been betrayed, or turned to disaster; to
decide for ourselves, if there is a better way to achieve both society and

governance as we desire it to be under the constitution.
 as a democracy.  

28 USC 453:   Each justice or judge of the United States shall take the following oath or

affirmation before performing the duties of his office: “I, XXX XXX, do solemnly swear (or

affirm) that I will administer justice without respect to persons, and do equal right to the

poor and to the rich, and that I will faithfully and impartially discharge and perform all

the duties incumbent upon me as XXX under the Constitution and laws of the United

States. So help me God.” 

THE PURPOSE of an oath, is to assure all involved that what is expected is known, and
fundamentally committed too, by the one taking the oath/ thereby subject to its confines and
punishments if not upheld.

In this trial 11108-12L the most serious of offenses and criminal acts have been placed on
trial/ confronting those whose actions can only be deemed as traitorous and beyond the bounds of
reason and sanity.  Our lives are threatened by a listing of evidence which when proven correct
means:   that the future of all peace and happiness has been terminated;  the possibility our entire
planet can be destroyed is evident;   our nature which is DNA, the translations required by every
body of life to survive and rebuild itself is being mutilated;   our environment is being destroyed
as a world;   our resources upon which we all depend for work and life are being massacred; our
money has been dissolved by ruinous leadership; and our democracy has been supplanted with
treason, the judiciary intentionally organized to withhold and destroy a foundation guarantee to
every citizen called first amendment redress of grievances.  And more.

An oath destroyed, by so many; in direct denial of our legal rights, our lives, our
democracy, and even our right to survive;   given away for greed, pride, and arrogance/ an
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endless want to enslave the rest for their own purposes, games, toys, trophies, delusions,
fantasies, and ultimately the tragedy of us all dead/ because these leaders at every level have
failed us all.  So says the evidence already presented.

The establishment of this trial asserts:
1.  That our lives, our nation, your children, and our world are being threatened with energy
experiments that are now beyond the level of clear and certain survival as a planet.  The evidence
shows: (a)  that  machines are being built (ELI, extreme light infrastructure), which if successful
are intended to create a laser equal to the heat from our sun, hitting this entire earth/ focused in
one tiny laser beam expected to be quote “about one million times more powerful than 10 billion
100 watt light bulbs./ and a fourth machine is coming with beams twice as powerful.”  A fire so
ferocious, fusion (the ignition, and subsequent sustaining;  of atomic bonds burning is
guaranteed); same fire as is on the sun, here on earth.  Destroying us all!  “Simple satan”/ for lack
of a better word.   If their theories are correct, and it works/ the earth becomes a sun; and all life
dies.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS!

(b) that a machine is created and now in use for the purpose of creating fusion on earth
called the national ignition facility(nif).  Gambling with this entire planet, that they can in fact
control the same fire as is on the sun, here on earth:   because in theory, “fusion cannot be
sustained here, because there is insufficient gravity here”.  Or more directly:   these scientists
are betting every existence on this planet, that their theory is correct/ EVEN THOUGH, they
do not have a clue about what gravity actually is.   Regardless of that fact, our leaders fund
them through our taxes.  Their proof of concept, that they can create fusion here is:   “That pulse
of energy lasted for just 23 billionth of a second, yet it generated 411 trillion watts of power.  NIF
said 1000 times more than the entire USA consumes in at any given instant”.  Quote, “we will
generate 180 million degrees F (supernova explosion 18-54 million degrees F).  Densities of
environment equal to 1,000 grams per cubic centimeter (1,ooo times the density of a solid in
stellar/ stars and planets;  interiors; more than a core-collapsing supernova), and pressures more
than 100 billion times as large as earth’s atmosphere.  Quote, “only three places in our universe
have produced anything close:   the big bang/ an exploding star/ thermonuclear explosions.  Now
available for laboratory experiments.   What could go wrong?  Ever hear of an engineering
disaster!  Take a look at the sun, “right here on earth, where everything is fuel”/ all of us,
everything about this earth:   dependent upon their theory, “not enough gravity here”, to sustain
the fire.   They will point to thermonuclear weapons and say, “see, it doesn’t last”.  But this is an
entirely different machine than a bomb/ THIS is designed to hold all that energy into one tiny
spot; or more simply to force the energy released, back in upon itself.  That is, the basic  process
that forms a black hole as well, as the potential for fusion.  No possibility if it remains lit/ that we
can put it out.  PROVE me wrong?  Can’t, without gambling with this entire world.  For a
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trophy, “we played god”.     If their theories are proven wrong, this earth becomes a sun, and we
all die.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS!

(c)   The energy experiment at CERN is built, for the singular purpose of “recreating the
single most destructive event in the history of this entire universe; the big bang”.  Right here
on earth, by revisiting the critical means of weakening atomic structure so as to prepare it for
instantaneous collapse and explosion”.  These are processes beyond the limits of time, where
action and reaction control each other/ once achieved: it becomes “eternal”, and cannot be
stopped.  Therefore it will do exactly what it did prior to the big bang; destroying the atomic
disciplines which hold all matter and energy together.  Gambling with the entire planet,
everything, and every life on earth:   as a toy.  The machine is now being rebuilt to operate at
twice the power of before 7 trillion volts.  That does represent the expansion of atomic structure
by increasing the orbital existence or distance of an electron from its center point called a proton
neutron nucleus.  So that the proton can be dislodged, and the explosion as established by the
collision of two protons being directed into each other;  as if a train wreck, from opposite
directions into each other, at the speed of light.  That explosion represents a force, that will
accelerate protons already moving at the speed of light/ that pass through the destruction, like a
nascar driver through a track wreck.  Some will escape, and be accelerated.  We cannot go back. 
If their theories and purposes to recreate the single most destructive event in the history of the
universe, are proven correct: then how can our fate on this planet be different? 

 Failure in each of these;   is death to this world/ that does mean it is terrorism!
Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/

THROUGH REDRESS!

2.   That the life experiments, the literal and real mutilation of nature through DNA, the
instructions that build a body of life: are terrorism, without the slightest doubt, giving the enemy
of life (those who refuse to care);   an ability to destroy us all. 

Their words, as useful are:   “Scientists have begun blurring the line between human and
animal, by producing chimeras- a hybrid creature that is part human/ part animal.....successfully
fused human cells with rabbit eggs....created pigs with human blood...create mice with human
brains...watching how human cells mature in a different living creature..for years scientists have
added human genes to bacteria and farm animals.  Artificial life refers to, “not only life as we
know it/ but life as it might be”.  Synthetic biology is:   synthetic cells, organisms, biological
engineering, artificial chemistry, and origins.  “Going to rebuild life on earth as men want to
play with it (mine)”.  First human embryo’s cloned.....”created an organism with manmade
DNA....worth more than a trillion dollars....its pretty stunning when you just replace DNA
software in the cell.  The cell instantly starts reading that new softward, starts making a whole
different set of proteins, and in a short while, all the characteristics of the first species disappear
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and a new species emerges; Venter said”. ...ultimately synthetic biology means cheaper and
widely accessible tools to build BIO-WEAPONS.  Virulent pathogens and artificial organisms
that could pose grave threats to people and the planet.  The danger is not bio-terror, but bio-error. 
 Biological samples, sequenced and stored in digital form, will move instantaneously across the
globe and be resurrected in corporate labs thousands of miles away.  Synbio-dubbed genetic
engineering on steroids- is inspired by the convergence of nano-scale biology, computing and
engineering:   “Using a laptop computer, published gene sequence information and mail-order
DNA just about anyone has the potential to construct genes or entire genomes from stratch;
including lethal pathogens”.    Or more simply from me: people will be able to mutilate you,
simply by making you breathe their concoctions.  Once inside;   it is too late.  Women are
particularly vulnerable as the living incubator of life, those who want “something other than
human” :  want you.         This is far worse than any other form of terrorism, as the consequences
are not essentially instantaneous, but absolutely HORRIFIC. Nature is DNA, the
building of a life body/ the instructional format and capability to use that body for
yourself.   Mutilation is:   a different purpose, to bring nature into chaos, “to play god/ we
are the creators”; to cause evolution by their own design.    Nothing is more deliberately
disrespectful of life and body, than to mutilate it.  Nothing is more disastrous to our survival,
than to play with everything we need to survive, as if it were nothing more than your toy. 
Nothing is more distinctly religious, than to believe in what cannot be true:   “We will be gods”/  
unless you understand, the only god mutilation will let you be is death. The defined purpose of
geneticists world wide is:   to dissolve the genetic disciplines/ the balance of body and mind/ to
cause intentional collapse of everything nature is:   so they can then believe, “we WILL learn
how to put it back together as we want!  Nothing is more worthy of the word SATAN (there is no
other word to describe it, other than devil).  Nothing is more correctly identified as a cult: than
those who are so unable to defend themselves, even when clear death and destruction of
everything they value is immanent:  they still cannot or will not react even to save themselves: as
is the current situation in this nation, even world.  Because it would kill their beliefs, and ruin the
trust they bet their lives, their future, and their children on: “the university is our savior”.  So
they gamble & die instead/ of ending INSANITY.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS!    Let the people LEARN HOW HORRIFIC THIS CAN AND WILL
BECOME; DESTROYING THEIR LIVES, THEIR HOPES, AND TH EIR ENTIRE
WORLD.    LET THE LAW called Justice, identify the truth.  Not the temptations/ but the reality
of failure, the consequence all life on earth cannot be repaired.  “The living dead”, will arrive.

3.  The elemental horrors of a world filled with weapons of mass destruction, that are now falling
into the hands of “many people” across this world.  Presents us with the fact: release of
biological weapons CANNOT be undone/ they are expected to kill over 97% of humanity or
more.  The dead, will take care of the rest.  It is said, that merely twenty five nuclear bombs
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exploded somewhere on the earth/ is enough, to destroy what we need to survive as humanity.  It
is known, the missiles created in the “deception, of going to the moon”/ are able to carry at least
ten individual nuclear bombs that can be released individually: enough to flatten New York City
with one missile;   carrying an average of 20 megaton each/ that is individually over 200
megaton/ combined but released over seconds individually it becomes a bomb equivalent in
power to roughly 1,000 megatons of explosive in one location.  Dropped in the ocean, it is an
immense tsunami. There is, “an aftermath”.  The use of chemical weapons as have already been
demonstrated establish: not only death of millions with one release/ but blindness, and many
other complications as well.   THESE, ARE CALLED YOUR SAVIORS/ the reason no more
war here.  But reality now says:   just one small bomb, delivered by terrorists, can become cause
for retaliation that then becomes a war of mass destruction/ just one fool in charge; and in
seconds, it can be too late, “to go back”.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS!  LET THEM CONSIDER THE TRUTH:     WORLD LAW (decided by all the
people themselves) , AN INTERNATIONAL COURT (none allowed “special status”),  WITH A
POLICE FORCE (from every nation, with term limits, and a focus on law/ NOT rules), that
primarily deals only with leaders; and their failure to obey the law.  Rule instead.  Weapons of
mass destruction then peacefully destroyed, same time for all/ go get those who refuse, or kill
those leaders, as a world.

4.     The elemental reality of our own existence as humanity is in peril/ for the cause of many
reasons:   our water is attacked/ our oxygen required by fire as well is being consumed faster than
it is created/ our food is being mutilated and endangered by false practices that cannot survive
without antibiotics/ our pollinators are being destroyed/ our oceans are being devastated/ our
environment is in trouble/ every chain of life is threatened/ our population has exploded past the
point of sustain-ability/ species extinction is imminent/ pollution and the ransacking and rape of
every resource is occurring at rates nature cannot repair/ the ozone (oxygen reserve/ critical
radiation shield) is soon gone/ the ice is melting, proving global warming/ the ocean currents that
feed the creatures of the sea are slowing/ tremendous weights in trillions of pounds are being
displaced by water from underground, glacial melt; which will bring volcanos and earthquakes
we have never seen before/ the weather is shifting/ Yellowstone volcano will erupt if we do not
intervene by removing the gases that cause an explosion to occur/ and MUCH MORE, are all
evidence we no longer have a future, our existence on this planet is threatened.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS!  The means to legally investigate all accusations, examine all the evidence by truth
as best we can/ punish those who lie, or refuse to testify properly;  and establish by our own vote:
whatever we the people decide/ as is democracy unleashed.

5.  The critical call of democracy itself is:   that we the people/ the owners of this nation, state,
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etc;   shall rule ourselves by the law we create to govern our rights, establish our freedoms, and
seek a foundation that will survive and be happy for those who come beyond us.  Democracy is
not a government of rules/ because rules, are what makes rulers!  To rule ourselves, we must
have law.  LAW IS, a truth identified that must be accepted, as a reality of life and society;
thereby protecting and defending our lives/ RATHER THAN controlling our lives or society or
business, etc.   LIBERTY IS, the defining of truths, that become a foundation which gives and
supports EQUALITY, JUSTICE, AND FAIR PLAY for every individual in society.  FREEDOM
IS:   the functional reality of truth, that gives support to the words, “unless I threaten you, LIFE,
or your property substantially; as the public will decide”.  I am free to decide my own life, for 
myself/ you have no say: it is mine!   JUSTICE is:   the critical decision that allows no one to
become an example/ but everyone to understand, “same for all”.   FAIR PLAY asserts and
demands:   DO NOT trespass onto my life, or property by any means, unless it is absolutely
necessary for survival.  DO NOT violate my life, or cause me harm even when necessary, if there 
is a better way.  I am owed, “what is important to you/ shall understand and respect, this is
important to me”.  GOVERNMENT IS:   the contractual agreement with ourselves, bound in one
or more documents, that establish our rights, and the responsibilities owed to us by our
employees.  As is a constitution, and its accompanying definitions called the bill of rights/ and
declaration of independence.   The right of resources is a living thing, owed to the people
themselves.  The rights of an economy are: limited by capitalism to SHARE WITH US/ do not
enslave us, and we will give you a FAIR reward.

TO ACHIEVE THESE ENDS: it is absolutely necessary for democracy, that the people
create, write, define, and establish by their own vote: EXACTLY WHAT THE LAW shall be for
themselves, and all who visit or work here.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS!

6.  The complete failure of government employees to protect our nation/ ourselves from financial
turmoil as is demonstrated by plaintiffs exhibit 3 the federal reserve flow of funds chart table L.5
establishes a new and different method must be found to insure this does not happen again.  That
requires a constitutional amendment regarding debts, and how they are created.  The elemental
path that begins criminal negligence of the legislature/ judicial/ and executive branches of
government with regard to this failure: the lies that debt is not inflation/ thereby allowing the
theft of us all by numbers given to a very few for themselves, and against we the people, making
us in effect slaves to their numbers.  MUST BE DEALT WITH, before it turns to civil war.  That
method is through bankruptcy of the nation itself/ a return to reality, with numbers and
expectations that prove we are in control of our money, as owners of this nation;  and shall return
to our lives, “numbers called money/ that are legitimate, a fair representation of work and life” as
we the people.  What is fair to all/ as best we can.  Determined through the courtroom of
investigation/ examined through the courtroom by reality of life/ and chosen by vote what will
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be, as a people: one vote/ one citizen, majority rules.
Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH

REDRESS! 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW IS:   Let the fourth amendment be proven true: “the right of the
people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects, AGAINST ALL unreasonable
searches and seizures, NOT be violated...”    Let the seventh amendment recognize: that in this
controversy, the right of the people to be their own jury is preserved as democracy enforced.   
Let the thirteenth amendment be raised as defense against those who claim their numbers give
them rights to enslave the rest/ UNDERSTANDING, that numbers gained through lies, cheating,
and thereby stealing    Are NOT justified nor fair.    Let the fourteenth amendment be established
to prove: it is a court case that decides, by the law of our democracy which is, “we are the owners
here/ sovereign as the people who are the authority under constitutional law”.  Protected against
privileges that gave our money to others/ hiding the truth, it was in fact inflation; and we the
people did not share.  Rather this lie/ theft/ and cheating;   became a betrayal of our lives, our
work, our property, and our families.  Due process of law demands we shall investigate and
determine for ourselves: what is fair!  Our law/ our nation/ our democracy/ our constitution/ our
justice, under the concepts and purposes of our contractual constitutional agreement with
ourselves.   Let each one understand: DEMOCRACY IS NEITHER SMALL, NOR LIMITED,
except by the people themselves, through their own constitution and its law governing society.
An employee, is simply an employee.

7.  TRUTH AND JUSTICE shall be returned to the courtroom/ where it belongs.  Constitutional
redress of grievances as interpreted and accepted by WE THE PEOPLE shall be incorporated as
the law of this land/ because it is the law.  The rule of our agreement with ourselves is:    That the
future of this United States of America shall be:   “We the people of the United States, in
order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide
for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this constitution for the United States
of America”.

Given that direction, definition, and purpose, the reality of our choices in creating a better
democracy for ourselves, than is this failure governed largely by fantasies.  WE MUST accept the
duty to rebuild foundations for our own protection and defense.  As we the people choose by our
own vote.  NOT a new nation/ but a return to the nation and words which created our democracy
for ourselves.  A demand:   our employees shall NEVER do this again/ by limiting the power of
government, and choosing the methods most likely to become true freedom and trusted liberties
for us all.  We begin with:   taxation shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 
Thereby know:   regardless of what you have been told, that the accumulation of taxes is the true
level to which we are subjected.  Or more simply ADD IT UP:   income/ property/ state/ sales/
healthcare/ social security/ miscellaneous everything taxes, penalties and fees.  A new
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amendment guaranteeing to all the people a combined tax of not more than __________shall be
enacted.  With that comes the demand:   NO MORE tax forms written by anyone other than the
people who shall be using them/ then voted upon by us all: with fines and penalties by us, for us,
against “us”.    With that comes, NO MORE IRS as a separate entity/ RATHER it will be a bid
upon (every four years) contract existing in every state and county.  An independent business, 
that is responsible to the people there/ and shall be audited as needed or desired by the people
themselves.  

You will understand: that the judiciary has refused constitutional law in case after case,
both state and nation/ refused the constitutional law called redress. The judiciary chose in case
after case to declare instead “frivolous/ gibberish/ incomprehensible/ and other forms of ridicule
and disrespect to coverup the truth: this is law.  They chose to hide by deceit and trickery, a
constitutional guarantee; using the word denied;  without substance, merit, or law/ without even a
signature by a judge in the US supreme court (which is illegal, a secretary cannot dismiss a case).
Even though the penalty for that if enforced is harsh, the reality criminal, and the consequence is
“traitor”.  For these people to then choose against the law, as a united front;  and enforce upon
themselves the definition of ORGANIZED CRIME;   the reality betrayal.  Behind closed doors/
hiding in the darkness are the people who choose judges, and enforce obedience “or else”.  There
are gangsters who control the court, manipulating our nation, state, and world!  DEMANDED
OF THE NATION:  Open the doors/ investigate, and examine the facts: to identify treason.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS! 

8.  The elemental purpose of healthcare is:   LIFE deserves LIFE/ until such time as the rest must
pay for you.  At that moment, it is what we deserve and decide within the balance, “if it was me/
then this would be fair”.   Within the reality: there is, only so much we can or will do, for you.

Healthcare requires competition/ therefore the medical industry that creates an education
shall be changed dramatically to incorporate as much knowledge as possible EARLY in life and
studies.  Thereby reducing the need/ and expanding the competition, “I know how”.  NO
FURTHER monopolies shall ever be created;/ those responsible for failing to educate
SUFFICIENT NUMBERS, will be removed/ punished/ and severely fined.  Therefore a
constitutional amendment declaring how many “competent people, in each part of medicine”
shall be delivered to society per 1000 people:   to meet their needs,  shall be established.    

Healthcare costs are governed by life/ therefore life decides who is allowed to die, and
what must be paid by a percentage of income; with a small tax applied for the maintenance of
buildings, tools, etc.  Those who provide healthcare shall be paid for what they do/ but the patient
shall pay the state, and the state shall pay the doctor, and staff in accordance with reality of what
is or is not done.  Thereby all people of every income shall receive the same base level of care/
and the medical professional not be influenced by wealth.  It will be a crime to bribe/ if caught it
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will be a half year salary for acceptance/ and double the cost of treatment for the patient.  There
SHALL BE an online accounting of patient survey and comment, with a clear level of
competency shown for all doctors and staff: easily accessible at all times to the public.  There
will be NO insurance necessary for medical care/ the only insurance will be for the people
themselves, who shall provide it for themselves in case of unfortunate consequences.  If however
there is medical malpractice of substance, or on purpose/ then the matter goes to criminal court.

Social security is a relationship with your duties in regard to maintaining the health and
well-being of your own government.  The failure to do that, establishes the following:   every
person reaching the established age of retirement shall receive the same, if needed.  The law is:
that a percentage of GDP shall be voted upon by the public to provide to these retirees, and they
shall use and spend that money, whatever it is:   for themselves, by their vote.  The entire amount
is divided up, and provided to social security organizations who shall then provide it to
themselves as they decide by vote.  This includes medicare, and you will establish for yourselves: 
when it is time for this body to die.  There is NO MORE saying “let the children be our slaves”/
that is over.  You will spend within your means, as the nation is able to provide. You will stop
sacrificing your children/ stop stealing their future/ stop destroying their world: or face HELL.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS!   LET THE PEOPLE UNDERSTAND: that the US supreme court has in fact now
dissolved “obama care”/ with the words it is a tax.  Because nothing in the words used to write
the bill, describe it as a tax.  The people who voted for the bill, then voted for something entirely
different: which means the bill as written has no meaning, because it does not describe obedience
to the law.  The mandate to pay and punish was dissolved/ the vote to tax the citizen did not
occur. It goes back to the floor of congress:   either to change it;  verifying it is a tax they created,
and intended to create.  Or it is a bill they will then reject instead: because today that bill has no
power/ it is not passed as a tax.  Therefore if it is a tax, as the court demands: it must be passed as
a tax, or it has no legal right to exist.  The court cannot rewrite the law/ only congress.  

9.   Free press is a guarantee of the constitution.  Free press does not exist, unless there is access
to the communications necessary/ the audience required to fight for democracy and defend our
freedoms.  Free press is a reality of ownership/ by the people themselves:   so that individuals or
organizations CANNOT control the news, or the journalist.  That means in truth and trust for the
sake of democracy itself:   every news outlet shall be completely independent, and not affiliated
with any other/ and each shall be responsible for what they do.  National news, what is important
to society itself:   must then return to the people.  The monopolies dissolved, and the people
protected by freedom instead of the current:    “We will, make sure you never work again/
because we own it all; if you disobey us”.   

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS! 
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10.   Freedom of religion is required, so long as you don’t threaten society, life, or environment. 
Religion is NOT allowed in this USA government/ but it has been invaded by the religion called
evolution.  They have proven nothing but adaption:   to sign and seal of “perfect design”/ NOT
a living body can be built one piece at a time: that is insanity.  Their priests being directly
responsible for the mutilation of everything in nature/ because they believe they can be “better
gods” than creation itself.  This is illegal in government.  This is proven by the word mutilation
and EXACTLY WHAT THAT MEANS; to be against both society and life/ a destroyer and a
traitor in our midst.  IT MUST be removed in its entirety/ and these priests brought to trial to
determine the damage already done has consequences.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS! 

11.   The legal right to speak in defense of our nation, is identified directly by REDRESS of
GRIEVANCES.  As the law does state.  The legal right of this people to know, who does and
does not represent RESPECT AND DUTY to life and even this nation:   CANNOT be dismissed
by a judge.  CANNOT be legally thrown from court.  It is the law.  It is our duty to defend this
nation.  It is not a political act or discretion when that grievance, that speech is used to identify
TRUE AND CRITICAL THREATS against us all. 

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS! 

12.   The elemental right of democracy is:   THIS IS OURS!   The critical truth of governance is
the agreement which creates a nation or state/ THAT IS THEN A CONTRACT, forming the
identity, and describing the purpose and the design of what, and  why we chose to be united as
one nation.  Therefore it is these words, in America: the constitution/ the bill of rights/ and the
declaration of independence:   that are sovereign.  That are the government of this American
people.  Their employees, shall never be called “the government” again.  Because they are
employees, and not owners as are    WE THE PEOPLE.

Demanded of the court:   LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE, their own fate/ THROUGH
REDRESS!   LET AN AMENDMENT to the constitution itself, declare it to be so.
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PROOF OF SERVICE
I, James F. Osterbur:   do hereby declare, that a true and correct copy of this first filing

has been mailed to the following parties at the addresses so listed:   by certified mail (to the
court).   Placing the parcel,  in the US postal service/ as prepaid mail on the date of 7/ 3 / 12

US TAX COURT    400 second street NW, Washington DC 20217

the internal revenue service Brookhaven appeals 
1040 Waverly ave.  Stop 906
Holtsville NY 11742             refer reply to:   AP:FE:LI-BR2: JXS

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
BOX 249
MEMPHIS TN   38101-0249

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE  
CINCINNATI OH 45999-0030

Michael T. Shelton 
200 W Adams st. Suite 2300
Chicago IL 60606


